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30-SECOND FIX

Many mistakes can
cause a hook. Two big
culprits? Turning your

shoulders horizontally to
the ground as you swing

to the top, and moving
your upper body off the

ball (that is, away from the
target). This combination

produces a path that’s too
inside-out, promoting
hooks, thin shots and

pushes—especially with the
mid-irons. You need to get
steeper so you can attack
the ball on a more neutral

path and with the clubhead
descending into impact.

Here’s how, in 30 seconds.

To keep
hooks at bay,
make a steeper
backswing turn.

CHECK FOR
MISTAKES
Stop at the top and
note where the grip
points. If it’s pointing
close to the horizon
or to a spot on the
ground on the target
side of the ball, your
turn was too flat and/or
you swayed. Either way,
you’re set up to hit it
thin, push it or hook it.
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MAKE A FIX
Repeat the drill. This
time, turn your left
shoulder toward your
chin and toward the
ground—and do it
without swaying. You’ve
done it correctly if, at
the top, the grip points
about three feet beyond
the ball. Steep and
centered—the key
to solid iron strikes.
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Mark Blackburn, Greystone C.C., Birmingham, Ala.

HOOK-PROOF
YOUR SWING

Steepen your move to the top
and launch laser-straight irons

TEST
YOUR TURN
Hold a mid-iron across
your shoulders as
shown, with the grip
end pointing toward
the target. Get into
your setup position
and make your regular
backswing turn.
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STROKE SAVER

Literally. Your swing
speed will skyrocket.

HIT ROPES
OFF THE TEE

CRISP CONTACT

HINGE
TO WIN

Would you pay $15 for 10
mph more clubhead speed? I

thought so. Head to your local
D.I.Y. store (or your garage) and
get some 1/2- to 3/4-inch nylon
rope (it’s about 10 cents a foot).
Loop the rope over and over a

few times at a length about a
foot longer than your driver
shaft, then secure one end

using duct tape. Next, assume
your normal finish position, with

your hands on top of your left
shoulder and the “club” hanging
behind you. Now swing the rope

to the top of your backswing—
feel the momentum created by
the weight of the rope and shift

your weight naturally to maintain
balance. Without stopping, whip

the rope down and through
impact. Swat the ground near
where the ball would be teed

up. Continue all the way to the
finish, then make two more
swings without stopping,

each one faster—and each
swat a little louder—than

the last. Perform three
sets of three swings,

working your way
up to 10 sets a week

(30 swings). It’s a
workout, but the

payout is more
speed and

distance than
you ever

imagined.

Train with a rope to
quickly boost your

swing speed.

There’s a correct
way to flex the club
up. The secret is all
in the (right) wrist.

E.A. Tischler,
Olympia Fields C.C., Olympia Fields, Ill.

 NO!This is your
standard weekend-

play hinge. Yes, the club is
up, but only because you’ve
hinged your left wrist toward
your left forearm. It’s a one-way
hinge, so even though you’ve
created a nice 90-degree angle
between the shaft and your
forearms, the clubface is open.
It looks good, but shots hit
with this type of backswing are
likely to miss short and right.

YES! In addition to
hinging your left

wrist up, you need to bend your
right wrist back and rotate your
forearms, so the face is at the
same angle as your left arm.
Now the club is on plane and
loaded for a powerful strike.
See you on the green, player!
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for more ways
to add yards.

See page 10.
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